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An Ecosystem of 
Ultrasound Training
Maximize Learning with SonoSim

The Easiest Way to Learn & Teach Ultrasonography™



Bedside clinical scanning is the 
cornerstone of ultrasound education. 
However, providing learners with 
enough ultrasound knowledge, 
scanning skills, & access to patient 
pathologies remains elusive. 

It is both essential & challenging to 
provide each & every learner an equal 
opportunity to 1) scan enough patients 
with 2) enough pathology, 3) alongside 
experts who can advise them with 4) 
enough repetition. These barriers to 
ultrasound training can seem, even 
to the most passionate ultrasound 
proponent, like an unsolvable puzzle. 

That’s where SonoSim comes in. Our 
Ecosystem of ultrasound learning & 
teaching tools, resources, & services 
simplifies the ultrasound competency 
puzzle & makes bedside scanning 
practice even more effective.

Point-of-care ultrasound 
(PoCUS) has evolved 
into a critical tool for 

improving patient care.

Bedside Clinical 
Practice



Learn
Courses

• A growing library of 80+ interactive, multimedia, & 
peer-reviewed courses

• Created by leading ultrasound educators

• Anytime, anywhere access from any device

• Consistent, standardized, & measurable

• Knowledge checks & mastery tests

SonoSim Cloud-Based Ultrasound Courses
Robust interactive ultrasound learning experience that goes 
beyond textbooks or online training videos.



SonoSimulator® Ultrasound Scanning Cases
Provide unlimited access to real patient pathology &  
unlimited scanning practice on virtual yet real patient cases.

• Develop image acquisition & interpretation skills

• Provide unlimited, standardized access to scanning of  
real patient pathology

• Access the largest available library of real patient cases

• Support learning with a virtual tutor & on-screen probe guide

• Learn fundamental ultrasound applications & advanced 
techniques like Doppler

Scan
SonoSimulator



• Provide unlimited on-demand practice on real  
pathologic cases

• Vary body morphologies, physiologic states, & anatomy

• Develop procedural knowledge & psychomotor skills

• Access a virtual tutor & on-screen probe guidance

• Give real-time performance feedback powered by AI

SonoSimulator® Ultrasound-Guided Procedures
Help learners develop psychomotor skills  
needed for a variety of ultrasound-guided procedures.

Practice
Procedures



• Track & measure learners’ progress 

• Assess ultrasound image acquisition & interpretation 
skills manually & through automated image assessment, 
powered by AI

• Provide learners a portfolio of completed ultrasound 
training milestones

• Send learners feedback on their progress & skills

Performance Tracker
Take control of the ultrasound classroom with performance 
tracking, learner feedback, automated image review, & more.

Track
Performance Tracker



• Engages learners with quick quiz functionality with 
SonoSim QuestionBank

• Scan real pathologic challenge cases in the SonoSimulator

• Provide Test Prep for Sonography Principles & Instrumentation 
(SPI) exams

• Refresh knowledge & provide quick reference on-the-go, with 
the SonoSim mobile app

Tools
Provide learners flexible  
learning pathways.

Study
Tools

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sonosim.app
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/sonosim/id1462648333


• Transform any live volunteer or manikin into a patient with 
real pathology

• Create realistic, immersive simulations using ultrasound with 
access to the largest library of real pathologic ultrasound cases

• Use pre-built or build your own unique simulation scenarios

• Vary vital signs & pathophysiologic states on-the-fly,  
remotely & from any device

• Build limitless ultrasound training & assessment scenarios

SonoSim LiveScan®
Efficiently & effectively teach learners to apply ultrasound 
findings in medical decision-making. 

Apply
SonoSim LiveScan



• Seamlessly integrate SonoSim content into any curriculum, 
cohort, or rotation

• Consult professional society guidelines & practice 
parameters by specialty & organization

• Assign pre-authored hands-on scanning assignments for 
SonoSimulator® cases

• Review course outlines & answer keys

• Search all SonoSimulator pathological case findings

• Work with your own Member Success Associate to maximize 
integration & implementation.

Resources 

Seamlessly align learning objectives & integrate SonoSim 
into curricula with a large set of robust integration tools.

Integrate
Resources
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Track
Performance Tracker

Streamline 
performance tracking 
& image review

Learn
Courses 

On-demand access 
to world class 
ultrasound educators

Study
Tools

Case-based learning 
& reference tools 
advance training 
on-the-go

Apply
SonoSim LiveScan® 

Apply U/S knowledge in medical 
decision-making



Simplify ultrasound training 
& maximize every learning 
opportunity. 

Prepare ultrasound learners for 
each valuable bedside patient 
interaction.

Save ultrasound instructor time, 
simplify program administration, 
& accelerate learning.

Integrate
Resources 

Integrate 
ultrasound 
into curricula

Practice
Procedures 

U/S-guided  
procedure training 
with real-time 
feedback

Scan
SonoSimulator® 

Provide unlimited 
scanning of real 
patient pathology

Bedside Clinical Practice

SonoSim complements bedside learning & 
accelerates the path to ultrasound competency
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Join SonoSim

120,000+
Members

40+
Global Distributors

275+
CME Credit Hours*

1,650+
Institutions

80+
Medical Topics

1,000+
Scanning Cases

See the Ecosystem in Action


